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Functionalization of semiconductor nanocrystals can be achieved by anchoring organic ligands to
the surface dangling bonds. The resulting surface complexes often introduce electronic states in the
semiconductor band gap. These interband states sensitize the host material for photoabsorption at
frequencies characteristic of the molecular adsorbates, leading to the well-known process of
photoexcitation and subsequent femtosecond interfacial electron transfer. This paper investigates the
relaxation dynamics of hole states, energetically localized deep in the semiconductor band gap, after
the ultrafast electron-hole pair separation due to interfacial electron transfer. Mixed
quantum-classical methods, based on mean-field nuclear dynamics approximated byab initio
density functional theory molecular dynamics simulations, reveal superexchange hole tunneling
between adjacent adsorbate molecules in a model study of functionalized TiO2-anatase
nanostructures. It is shown that electronic coherences can persist for hundreds of picoseconds under
cryogenic and vacuum conditions, despite the partial intrinsic decoherence induced by thermal ionic
motion, providing results of broad theoretical and experimental interest. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1873712g

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to create and control, at the molecular level,
electronic excitations in semiconductor materials is a subject
of great interest for a wide range of fields, including
nanotechnology,1 microelectronics,2 optoelectronics,3 and
imaging.4 Organic functionalization of semiconductor sur-
faces can control for instance the growth of nanoparticles as
well as their mechanical, electronic, and optical properties.5,6

In particular, significant experimental7–12 and theoretical13–20

effort has been devoted to the study of TiO2 functionalized
semiconductors within the context of photoexcitation and
subsequent interfacial electron transfer, including applica-
tions of these readily available materials to effective mecha-
nisms of solar energy conversion.21–26 This paper investi-
gates the quantum relaxation dynamics of hole states, after
electron-hole pair separation, in fully atomistic models of
functionalized TiO2-anatase nanostructures. Conditions that
would naturally protect the evolution of quantum states
against the decohering effect of thermal lattice motion are
computationally investigated.

Surface complexes produced by organic functionaliza-
tion often introduce electronic states in the semiconductor
band gapssee energy diagram in Fig. 1d. Such states sensitize
the host material for photoabsorption at frequencies charac-
teristic of the choice of molecular adsorbates. Photoexcita-
tion of a surface complex results in ultrafast electron injec-
tion through electron-hole pair separation, so long as there
exists a suitable energy match between the photoexcited mo-
lecular state in the adsorbate molecule and electronic states
of similar symmetry in the conduction band of the semicon-

ductor material.10–12,17The injected electron thermalizes in
the conduction band, leaving a hole state localized in the
surface complex. Under off-resonance conditions, relative to
the semiconductor energy bands, the hole can relax only to
the susually discreted subspace of near-resonant electronic
states in neighboring adsorbate molecules coupled by the
common host substrate, surface states, defects, or redox im-
puritiesse.g., in a typical Grätzel cell the hole initially local-
ized in an adsorbate molecule eventually relaxes to a nearby
redox species in the surrounding electrolyte solutiond.

In pure semiconductors under vacuum conditions, where
surface states are quenched by capping and functionalization
of the surface dangling bonds, the off-resonance condition
relative to the semiconductor energy bands confines the re-
laxation dynamics of hole states to near-resonant electronic
states localized in the surface complexesssee energy diagram
in Fig. 1d. Such a relaxation dynamics is computationally
investigated in this paper by using an approximate mixed
quantum-classical approachsi.e., Ehrenfest mean-field
nuclear dynamicsd, where the electrons are treated quantum
mechanically and the nuclei evolve classically.

The loss of quantum coherence has been investigated in
similar composite models, where a quantum subsystem is
coupled to a buffer subsystem directly coupled to a thermal
bath.27 The applicability of mixed quantum-classical dynam-
ics, where the buffer subsystem is treated classically, was
found to be valid so long as the quantum subsystem deco-
heres slowly and the buffer quickly. Analogously, the com-
putational models discussed in this paper involve decoher-
ence of the electronic subsystem due to coupling with
nuclear coordinates initially prepared at thermal equilibrium.
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Of special interest is the persistence of electronic quantum
coherences for long times, despite the partial deleterious ef-
fect induced by finite temperature ionic motion. It is impor-
tant to note that the appreciation of conditions under which a
quantum mechanical system may be approximated as a
quantum-classical system has been the subject of intense re-
search in recent years,28–31 and the role of decoherence has
been addressed in discussions of schemes for the simulation
of condensed phase systems.32,33

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the catechol/TiO2-anatase model system and the mixed
quantum-classical simulation method. Details of the molecu-
lar dynamics calculations are discussed in Sec. II A. A de-
scription of the electronic Hamiltonian for the model system
is included in Sec. II B. Section II C describes the simula-
tions of hole relaxation dynamics. Results are presented and
discussed in Sec. III. Section IV summarizes and concludes.

II. METHODS

A. Model system

The computational models are prepared according to
previous studies of functionalized TiO2 nanostructures.17 The
model system for molecular dynamics is composed of 32
fTiO2g units arranged according to the anatase crystalline
structure,34 functionalized with catechol adsorbed onto the
s101d surface of the TiO2-anatase crystal, and with dangling
bonds on upper and lower surfaces capped with hydrogen
atoms. Catechol is chosen as a prototype of aromatic anchor-
ing ligands upon which a wide range of molecular structures
could be attached for specific applications.35 The surface
dangling bonds are capped with hydrogen as part of conven-
tional engineering orthodoxy to quench formation of surface
states.36

The model is initially defined according to the unrelaxed
anatase crystal structure. Representative configurations are

obtained by geometry optimization and subsequent thermal-
ization under conditions of 100 K and constant volume, us-
ing the Viennaab initio simulation packagesVASP/VAMPd.37

The VASP/VAMP package implements the density functional
theory sDFTd in a plane-wave basis set, making use of the
Perdew–Wang38 generalized gradient approximationsGGAd
for the exchange-correlation functional and ultrasoft Vander-
bilt pseudopotentials for modeling the core electrons.39 The
Kohn–ShamsKSd Hamiltonian is projected onto a plane-
wave basis set and high-efficiency interative methods are
used to obtain the KS eigenstates and eigenvalues. Self-
consistency is accelerated by means of efficient charge den-
sity mixing schemes. Calculations are performed with an
SP2 supercomputer to take full advantage of the parallelized
version of the code.

The preparation of the model system thus involves struc-
tural relaxation in response to functionalization.13 These con-
formational changes and realignments also tend to quench
the formation of surface states deep within the semiconduc-
tor band gap.36 The phonon spectral density, obtained as the
Fourier transform of the ionic velocity autocorrelation func-
tion, is consistent with previous calculations13 as well as with
the experimentally determined normal modes of
TiO2-anatase in the 262–876 cm−1 range.40 In addition, the
800–1600 cm−1 frequency range corresponding to the cat-
echol vibrational modes is found to be in good agreement
with earlier studies.41 The vibrational modes of TiO2-anatase
are expected to be only marginally affected by photoexcita-
tion of the adsorbate molecule or electron injection into the
conduction band. In addition, the ground-state vibrational
frequencies of catechol molecules are only slightly affected
by photoexcitation of the molecule to the S1 electronic
state.41 This implies similar nuclear motionsi.e., same vibra-
tional frequencyd regardless of changes of distinct character
associated with the time-dependent electronic state.

B. Electronic structure

Realistic simulations of interfacial electronic relaxation
face the challenge of modeling quantum dynamics in rather
extended model systems since finite size effects or even pe-
riodic boundary conditions can produce inaccurate results
due to transient artificial electron population.13 In addition, a
reliable description of the electronic couplings between the
discrete molecular states in the anchored molecules and the
dense manifold of highly delocalized electronic levels in the
semiconductor host substrate is required. To address these
challenges, electronic relaxation is simulated in model nano-
particles constructed by the juxtaposition of three of the
complex units described in Sec. II A extended along the
f2101g direction of the TiO2-anatase structuressee Fig. 2d,
with periodic boundary conditions in the unextended direc-
tion. The resulting model systems correspond to experimen-
tally realizable structures with dimensions 3.031.5
33.1 nm3 along thef2101g, f010g, and f101g directions of
the anatase crystal, respectively. These models contain a total
of 372 atoms, including 96fTiO2g units and three catechol
molecules adsorbed on thes101d surface of a TiO2-anatase
nanostructure. For future reference, the central adsorbate

FIG. 1. Energy diagram of the model system discussed in Fig. 4. The
scheme shows the energy levels of the adsorbates, including inhomogeneous
broadening of the HOMO due to surface disorder, the HOMO→LUMO
photoexcitation of a surface complex and the injection of a photoexcited
electron into the conduction band of the semiconductor. The inset shows the
LUMO time-dependent electron population reported in Ref. 14.
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molecule in the 3 nm particle is labeledC while the adsor-
bate molecules on the left and right are labeledL and R,
respectively. Adjacent catechol molecules are 1 nm apart
from each other, modeling a typical surface density of
<1 mmol/m2.

The electronic structure of the 3 nm particles is de-
scribed according to a tight-binding model Hamiltonian
gained from the extended HückelsEHd approach.42,43Advan-
tages of this method are that it requires a relatively small
number of transferable parameters and is capable of provid-
ing accurate results for the energy bands of elemental mate-
rials sincluding transition metalsd as well as compound bulk
materials in various phases.43 In addition, the EH method is
applicable to large extended systems and provides valuable
insight on the role of chemical bonding.44 The EH method is
therefore most suitable to develop a clear chemical picture of
the underlying relaxation dynamics at the semiquantitative
level, including fundamental insight on the role that symme-
try plays in the localization of holes on catechol molecular
orbitals sMOsd si.e., states with negligible overlap withd
orbitals of nearby Ti4+ ions in the TiO2 host substrated.

The EH Hamiltonian is computed in the basis of Slater-
type orbitalsx for the radial part of the atomic orbitalsAOd
wave functions,13 including the 4s, 4p, and 3d atomic orbitals
of Ti4+ ions, the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals of O2− ions, the 2s
and 2p atomic orbitals of C atoms, and the 1s atomic orbitals
of H atoms. The AOshuxistdlj form a mobilesnonorthogonald
basis set due to nuclear motion, withSijstd=kxistd ux jstdl the
corresponding time-dependent overlap matrix elements. The
overlap matrix is computed using the periodic boundary con-
ditions along thef010g direction.

Diagonalization of the EH Hamiltonian predicts a 3.3 eV
band gap for the 3.0 nm model system in its relaxed configu-
ration. This result is consistent with the experimental value
of 3.2 eV for the band gap of bulk TiO2-anatase, 3.4 eV for
2.4 nm particles45 and 3.7 eV band gap for the 1.2 nm model
system,13 since the smaller the nanoparticle is the larger the
band gap.

C. Hole relaxation dynamics

We confine ourselves to an approximate mixed quantum-
classical method in which the electrons are treated quantum
mechanically and the nuclei classically. The nuclei evolve on
an effective mean-field Born–Oppenheimer potential energy

surface sPESd, Veff, according to classical trajectoriesRj

=Rjstd with initial conditions specified by the indexj. The
time-dependent electronic wave function is propagated for
each nuclear trajectoryRjstd, according to a numerically ex-
act integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
sTDSEd,

H ]

]t
+

i

"
HstdJuCjstdl = 0. s1d

Here, Hstd is the electronic EH Hamiltonian described in
Sec. II B which depends ont throughRjstd. The actual cal-
culation of Veff, or equivalently of the set of trajectories
Rjstd, is a difficult problem.46 However, in the present appli-
cation both the ground and excited electronic state PESs in-
volve bound nuclear motion of similar frequencies. There-
fore, Veff is nearly parallel to the ground state PES. Nuclear
trajectoriesRjstd are therefore approximated according toab
initio-DFT molecular dynamics simulations. Results reported
in Sec. III are obtained, according to the resulting approxi-
mate propagation scheme, by sampling initial conditionsj
for nuclear motion, integration of the TDSE over the corre-
sponding nuclear trajectories and averaging expectation val-
ues over the resulting time-evolved wave functions. Con-
verged results are typically obtained with less than 50 initial
conditions representing the system thermalized under condi-
tions of 100 K and constant volume. However, results are
reported for averages of 100 initial conditions.

The TDSE, introduced by Eq.s1d, is numerically inte-
grated by expanding the time-dependent hole wave function
uCjstdl in the basis of the instantaneous MOsufqstdl
=oiCi,qstduxistdl—i.e., the instantaneous eigenstates of the
generalized eigenvalue problemHstdCstd=SstdCstdEstd,
with eigenvaluesEqstd,

uCjstdl = o
q

Bqstdufqstdl. s2d

The propagation scheme is based on the recursive applica-
tion of the following short-time approximation:

uCjst + t/2dl < o
q

Bqstde−si/"dEqstdt/2ufqstdl, s3d

where the evolution of the expansion coefficients

Bqst + td = o
p

Bpstde−si/"dfEpstd+Eqst+tdgt/2

3 kfqst + tdufpstdl s4d

is approximated as follows:

Bqst + td < Bqstde−si/"dfEqstd+Eqst+tdgt/2, s5d

in the limit of sufficiently thin time-slicest.
The initial hole state, after electron-hole pair separation,

is the highest occupied molecular orbitalsHOMOd of the
initially photoexcited surface-complexC. The subsequent re-
laxation dynamics is quantitatively described in terms of the
time-dependent hole populationPVstd of molecular adsorbate
V=sL ,C,Rd.

The time-dependent hole populationPVstd is computed
as follows:

FIG. 2. TiO2 nanostructure functionalized with catechol molecules and
isodensity surface representing a time-evolved hole state localized simulta-
neously in two coupled molecular adsorbates.
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PVstd = Trhr̂stdP̂Vj, s6d

where P̂V is the projection operator onto atomic orbitals of
adsorbateV,

P̂V = o
k,j[V

ux jlSjk
−1kxku, s7d

and r̂std is the reduced density operator associated with the
electronic degrees of freedom,

r̂std = o
j

pjuCjstdlkCjstdu, s8d

where pj is the probability of sampling the nuclear initial
condition specified by indexj.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the time-dependent
populationPVstd, with V=sL ,C,Rd, during the first 50 ps of
dynamicssthick linesd. The thin lines in Fig. 3 illustrate the
contributions of a single representative trajectoryRj to the
total ensemble averagesPVstd. Note that almost 90% of the
hole population remains localized, throughout the entire re-
laxation time, on those atomic orbitals belonging to the ad-
sorbate molecules. The remaining 10% of the hole popula-
tion remains next to the molecular adsorbates, localized in
the d orbitals of Ti4+ ions that have partial overlap with the
molecular adsorbates.

Figure 3 indicates that the hole is transferred between
adjacent catechol molecules, remaining localized in the
mono-layer of adsorbate molecules rather than undergoing
injection into the semiconductor host substrate. The underly-
ing hole relaxation dynamics is therefore significantly differ-
ent from the relaxation of the photoexcited electron which,
according to the results reported in Refs. 13 and 14 as well as
in the inset of Fig. 1, is usually completely injected into the
semiconductor material within a few femtoseconds.

Note that hole transfer involvestunnelingbetween adja-
cent molecular adsorbates, since adsorbates are anchored to
the semiconductor surface more than 1 nm away and there-
fore there is no significant overlap between the AOs of

nearby adsorbate molecules. However, near-resonant elec-
tronic states, localized in adjacent adsorbate molecules, are
indirectly coupled by the common semiconductor host struc-
ture. The results shown in Fig. 3, therefore, are consistent
with a superexchange hole transfer mechanism mediated by
the semiconductor host substrate.

An approximate description of hole tunneling between
adsorbate moleculesV and V8, coupled by the host sub-
strate, can be given in terms of the Rabi formulas:PVstd
=sgVV8

2 /"2d /GVV8
2 sin2sGVV8td and PV8std=1−PVstd. The

calculated hole-tunneling period, obtained from Fig. 3, is T
<42 ps and has an exponential dependence with the separa-
tion between molecular adsorbates. The parameterGVV8
=fsgVV8 /"d2+svVV8 /2d2g1/2 is the Rabi frequency,gVV8 is
the effective quantum coupling between resonant states and
vVV8 is the corresponding Bohr frequency. The parameters
computed from Fig. 3 arevLC<4.5 vRC and gRC

<1.12gLC. It is important to mention that the asymmetric
nature of the underlying relaxation dynamicssas evidenced
by the asymmetric population of theR andL adsorbatesd is
primarily due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the substrate en-
vironments that interact with the adsorbates. Such small dif-
ferences in local environments determine asymmetric cou-
plings between molecular adsorbates and a preferential
direction for the hole motion.

Figure 4 shows a detailed analysis of the early time re-
laxation dynamics for a representative nuclear trajectory, in-
cluding the quantitative description of the adsorbate time-
dependent hole population, the evolution of the adsorbate-
semiconductor distance, and the evolution of energy
differences between near-resonant electronic states of surface
complexes localized in the semiconductor band gap.

Figure 4 shows that the time-dependent populations
PVstd stop paneld are correlated with the motion of the mo-
lecular adsorbatessmiddle paneld, since the adsorbate-
semiconductor separation modulates the time-dependent en-
ergy differences«RC and«LC between the initially populated
stateC and the near-resonant electronic states in theR andL

FIG. 3. Time-dependent hole population of adsorbate moleculesV
=sC, R, Ld in thick white-solid, white-dashed, and black-dot-dash lines,
respectively. Superimposed thin solid lines show the contribution of a single
representative trajectory to the total ensemble average populationsPVstd.

FIG. 4. Upper panel, time-dependent hole populationPVstd of adsorbate
molecules:V=C andV=L stop and bottom black lines, respectivelyd, and
V=R sgray lined. Middle panel, adsorbate-semiconductor distance measured
from the center of mass of catechol to the semiconductor surface. Lower
panel, energy differencesin meVd between near-resonant MOs.
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adsorbates, respectivelysbottom paneld. The maximum
population exchange during this first picosecond of dynamics
is observed when the adsorbate-semiconductor separation
reaches a maximum value, at<t=0.42 ps. These results in-
dicate that moderate thermal fluctuations can exert a strong
influence on the hole relaxation dynamics by modulating the
resonance condition and the electronic couplings between the
electronic states responsible for hole transfer.

The extent to which these results are significant is asso-
ciated with the survival of electronic coherences, responsible
for the Rabi oscillations shown in Fig. 3. To this end, we
examine the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the re-
duced density matrixrstd, introduced by Eq.s8d, in the basis
of catechol MOs. The analysis, presented in Figs. 5 and 6 is
focused on the matrix elements of the HOMOs of isolated
catechol moleculesL, C, andR, which can be represented in
occupancy notation as register statesu100l, u010l, andu001l,
respectively. Note that in this notationr̂s0d= u010lk010u.

The black curves in Fig. 5 show that the diagonal ele-
ments of the reduced density matrix for statesu100l, u010l,

and u001l correspond closely with the total adsorbate popu-
lations PLstd, PCstd, andPRstd reported in Fig. 3, indicating
that most of the hole population remains localized in these
adsorbate states throughout the simulation time. Further-
more, the nonzero off-diagonal elements, shown in Fig. 6,
demonstrate that the hole relaxation dynamics remains re-
markably coherent for the entire simulation time despite ther-
mal nuclear motion.sNote: For clarity, results are presented
for the first 50 ps of dynamics. It is, however, important to
mention that our calculations indicate that both Rabi oscilla-
tion and quantum coherences are preserved for at least hun-
dreds of picoseconds.d

The observed coherent localization in the space of elec-
tronic states is mainly due to the finite size of the nanostruc-
ture, where the register states are coupled by the common
host substrate but remain off-resonant relative to valence and
conduction bandssmanifoldsd of electronic states.13 In con-
trast, the analogous relaxation dynamics on extended sys-
tems is expected to delocalize the hole excitation on the
manifold of near-resonant electronic states introduced by the
adsorbate molecules. Hole excitations in disordered extended
systems with low surface coverage, however, are expected to
have an intermediate behavior and exhibit localized coherent
relaxation within small disjoint islands of adsorbate mol-
ecules.

A quantitative measure of intrinsic decoherence is ob-
tained by computing the trace of the square of the reduced
density matrix Trfr2stdg.47–49 Such a quantity measures the
decay of purity as the initial state becomes a statistical mix-
ture of electronic states due to the decoherence induced by
thermal nuclear motion.sNote: We refer to the decoherence
induced by the nuclear motion on the quantum subsystem as
intrinsic decoherenceto make a distinction from cases where
decoherence is caused by the direct coupling of the quantum
subsystem to an external bath.d

The gray curve in Fig. 5 shows that Trfr2stdg decays
about 15% at very early times due to partial mixing in the
initially photoexcited surface complexC. However, Trfr2stdg
remains approximately constant throughout the rest of the
propagation time, decaying at a much lower rate while the
hole tunnels between adjacent molecular adsorbates. These
results indicate that the underlying hole relaxation dynamics
remains highly coherent on the surface of the nanoparticle in
spite of thermal nuclear motion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that mixed quantum-classical simula-
tions, based onab initio-DFT molecular dynamics, reveal the
feasibility of superexchange hole tunneling dynamics in a
model study of functionalized TiO2-anatase nanostructure
under cryogenic and vacuum conditions.

We have shown that quantum coherences between hole
states, localized energetically deep in the semiconductor
band gap, can persist for hundreds of picoseconds, despite
the partial intrinsic decoherence induced by thermal ionic
motion, providing results of broad theoretical and experi-
mental interest. The observed coherent hole population trans-
fer among adjacent adsorbates is mainly stabilized by the

FIG. 5. Comparison of the trace of the square of the reduced density matrix
sgray curved and the time evolution of the hole population on the surface
complexesL, C, R sblack curvesd. Ensemble averages were converged by
sampling over 100 different initial conditionsj.

FIG. 6. Realsupper paneld and imaginaryslower paneld parts of nonzero
off-diagonal matrix elements of reduced density matrix for register states
u100l, u010l, and u001l demonstrating coherent superexchange hole tunnel-
ing dynamics for the first 50 ps of dynamics.
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finite size of the nanostructure, where the register states are
coupled by the common host substrate but remain off-
resonant relative to the valence and conduction bandssmani-
foldsd of electronic states. Carrier-phonon, and likely carrier-
carrier, scattering mechanisms are, therefore, highly
suppressed by the off-resonance and symmetry conditions of
the electronic states in surface complexes. Such processes
would otherwise lead to the commonly observed ultrafast
decoherence in semiconductor spectroscopy.50,51

We have suggested that the observation of Rabi oscilla-
tions, associated with the adsorbate electronic populations,
could provide a simple experimental probe of the predicted
coherent quantum relaxation dynamics. Considering the
great technological interest in encoding and manipulating
quantum states we anticipate significant experimental inter-
est in examining the predicted relaxation dynamics reported
in this paper.

In a subsequent investigation motivated by these results,
we examine the feasibility of coherently controlling the un-
derlying hole relaxation dynamics.52 The results reported
therein suggest that functionalized TiO2 semiconductor ma-
terials might offer a readily available platform to encode
logical hole states within the subspace of adsorbate surface
complexes, where symmetry and off-resonance properties
naturally provide a passive error prevention scheme,53 pro-
tecting the evolution of quantum states against the decoher-
ence effect of the lattice motion.
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